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Abstract—In this paper, we propose and evaluate a geographic
routing scheme, including an efficient position publish protocol and
a routing protocol that can operate with imperfect information
regarding the destination’s location, that scales to largemobile ad
hoc networks (MANETs). The traffic generated by our position
publish protocol fits within the transport capacity of MANET s with
constant communication bandwidth allocated for routing overhead,
even as the network size increases. The routing protocol guarantees,
with high probability, routes whose lengths are within a constant
“stretch” factor of the shortest path from source to destination.
The key idea underlying the scalability of the publish protocol is
for each potential destination node to send location updates (with
frequency decaying with distance) only to a subset of network nodes,
structured as annular regions around it (the natural approach of
updating circular regions in distance-dependent fashion does not
scale). The routing protocol must therefore account for thefact
that the source and/or relay nodes may not have estimates of
the destination’s location (or may have stale estimates). Spatial
and temporal scaling of protocol parameters are chosen so asto
guarantee scalability, route reliability and route stretch, and these
analytical design prescriptions are verified using simulations.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Geographic routing is attractive for networks in which nodes
know their own locations (e.g., using GPS) because a node only
requires estimates of the locations of its immediate neighbors and
of the destination node in order to forward a message. When
the nodes in a network can move, a node can still maintain
estimates of its neighbors’ locations quite easily (the overhead
for the local information exchanges for this purpose is small),
but the bottleneck becomes global dissemination of information
regarding the locations of moving destination nodes. As observed
in prior work (discussed in more detail later), this bottleneck can
be alleviated by structuring location updates such that distant
nodes get fewer updates, and live with a fuzzier view of the
destination’s location without excessively compromisingroute
quality. This intuition is the starting point for the present paper,
which provides an approach forprovably scaling geographic
routing to large mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), while
providing performance guarantees on route suboptimality due to
imperfect location information.

Scalability of any routing protocol demands that the traffic
generated by routing updates be within the network transport
capacity obtained with a fixed communication bandwidth, bounds
on which have been established in the pioneering work of
Gupta and Kumar [2]. In this paper, we provide a “position

publish” scheme which potential destination nodes use for global
location updates, and show that (a) if all network nodes use this
publish scheme, the resulting overhead is within the Gupta-Kumar
bounds, and (b) information from the publish scheme enables
routing with paths of length within a constant “stretch’’ factor
of the shortest path from source to destination. Our contributions
are summarized as follows:
• We show that, while bounded route stretch is feasible with
uncertainty in destination location that scales with distance from
the destination, the natural approach of simply reducing the
frequency of location updates to distant nodes (which corresponds
to updatingcircular regions), does not scale with network size.
This implies that each potential destination must update asubset
of network nodes regarding its locations.
• We show that scalability can be achieved by sending location
updates toannular regions (the number of such regions scales as
logn, wheren is the number of nodes). Counting outward, the
inner radius and thickness of these rings increase exponentially
with their index. Key parameters of the location publish protocol
are these exponents, as well as those of parameters determining
the spatial and temporal validity of a location update. We deter-
mine the constraints required on these parameters for achieving
scalability.
• Our routing protocol employs greedy geographic forwarding,
with relay nodes overwriting information regarding the desti-
nation’s location if they have better information than whatis
contained in the packet. We determine constraints on the protocol
parameters required to ensure that correct routing happenswith
high probability, and provide bounds on the worst-case route
stretch in terms of these parameters.
• We provide simulation results showing that choosing protocol
parameters as prescribed by our analysis provides performance
within the bounds guaranteed by our analysis.
The mobility model used for our analysis is two-dimensional
(2D) Brownian motion. However, we note that our scalability
results are broadly applicable to a large class of mobility models:
scalability requires controlling the volume of traffic due to
position updates to distant nodes, and when viewed from “far
enough” away, a broad class of random mobility models “look
like” Brownian motion.

Before launching into a detailed exposition, we provide con-
crete insight into how the proposed protocol works via simulation
results shown in Figure 1 (see Section VI for details). Note that,
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Figure 1. Overlaid routing trajectories (converging to a destination node at the center) at a snapshot of the network forthe proposed routing protocol for two
different communication radii. Blue dots indicate nodes with active position updates for the destination node. Red dots indicate relay nodes along packet trajectories
using greedy geographic forwarding; black dots indicate greedy face traversal around voids [1]. The communication radius on the left is smaller, and is chosen to
illustrate that geographic routing with imperfect location information can route around these using the same strategies as a standard setting where the destination
location is perfectly known.

while our protocol is designed on the assumption that there are
no voids in the network, voids can be handled using well-known
techniques such as greedy face traversal [1].

A. Related Work

Since we are concerned with large-scale networks, our commu-
nication model and notion of scalability are guided by the relevant
asymptotic results of Gupta and Kumar [3] [2]. We postpone
detailed discussion of these to Section II.

The literature on MANET routing and on geographic routing
(for stationary or mobile nodes) is vast, hence we restrict attention
here to prior work that is most closely related to our approach
(many of the references we cite provide good discussions on the
state of the art). DREAM [4] considers geographic routing when
the frequency of location updates is reduced as the distancefrom
the updating node increases. While this intuition is the starting
point for our scheme as well, we show that location updates made
to all nodes as in DREAM are not scalable. A similar intuition
is also behind the Hazy Sighted Link State (HSLS) algorithm
in [5], in which link state updates are sent to less frequently
to distant nodes. HSLS is designed based on minimization of
the sum of the overhead due to route suboptimality and location
updates. However, the overhead computations in [5] show that
HSLS is not scalable. An intuitive reason for this is that all
nodes must have a roughly consistent view of the network for
successful link state routing, whereas geographic routingonly
requires that an appropriate subset of nodes have location updates
from a given destination node. GLS [6] is a spatially hierarchical
quorum based scheme for position lookups, but is not designed
to work in networks with pervasive movement.

MLS[7] proposes a “lazy” hierarchical position lookup service
in which updates are published to certain fixed geographical

regions. It is similar in spirit to our scheme, in that it is able to
guarantee a constant route stretch without requiring that all nodes
in the network obtain location updates, but the updates in our
scheme are published to regions which are different, in general,
for different nodes. It is worth mentioning that MLS builds on an
earlier scheme termed LLS[8], which structures location updates
to areas centered around the destination node, as in our scheme.
The key difference of [7], [8] from our work is they do not relate
the routing overhead to network transport capacity, and do not
provide means to vary the tradeoff between route stretch and
overhead.

For the routing scheme in this paper and the preceding ref-
erences, mobility is a nuisance that increases routing overhead.
However, when delay in message delivery is not an issue,
Grossglauser and Tse have shown in [9] that mobility can actually
help us get around the transport capacity limits derived by Gupta
and Kumar [2]. In a similar spirit, mobility can be exploitedto
reduce the overhead of location updates, as argued in [10][11].
However, this is not the regime of interest to us, since we are
interested in delivering packets to their destinations with minimal
delay.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND BASIC COMPUTATIONS

We describe the system model and provide some computations
related to geographic routing with imperfect information.We
consider a network ofn nodes in the two-dimensional plane,
with node density fixed atΛ asn gets large. Thus, the area of
the deployment regionBn = n

Λ grows withn.
Notation:Since we wish to prove that certain desirable properties
hold even as the network size increases, we review standard
notation for comparing the behavior of functions as some pa-
rameter tends to a finite or infinite limit (e.g., as the numberof
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nodesn gets large). We say thatf (n) = O (g (n)) if for some
constantC, f (n) ≤ Cg (n) for sufficiently largen. We say that
f (n) = Ω (g (n)) if g (n) = O (f (n)) andf (n) = Θ (g (n)) if
f (n) = O (g (n)) andf (n) = Ω (g (n))).
Connectivity: We assume that the communication radius for
all nodes is fixed atr = r(n), and that it is chosen so
that the network is connected. As shown in [3], connectivity
requires thatr(n) satisfiesΛπr2 (n) = (1 + ǫ) logn, for some
ǫ > 0. Furthermore, it is shown in [12] that ifǫ > ǫ0 (with
ǫ0 ≈ 1.6), then greedy geographic routing works with probability
1. While such a choice corresponds to a communication radius
r(n) = Θ

(√
logn

)

, we note that we can scale down to a constant
communication radius by scaling the deployment region asn

logn

(along with suitably scaling other parameters) rather thanasn.
Scalability: Using the protocol model in [2], each transmission
precludes the reception of any other transmission within a disc
of radius (1 + ∆) r. Thus, if the bandwidth available for com-
munication isW , then the maximum number of simultaneous
transmissions available per time slot, denoted byTA(n), scales as

Θ
(

Wn
Λr2(n)

)

. Denoting byTU (n) the average of the total number
of simultaneous transmissions needed per unit time for the posi-
tion update protocol across all nodes, we employ the following
definition for the scalability of a protocol. Assuming that the
transmissions are originated in a way that is uniform acrossnodes,
we can also define the average number of transmissions on a per
node basis astU (n) =

TU (n)
n

andtA(n) =
TA(n)

n
, respectively.

Definition 1. We define a protocol to be scalable ifTU (n) =
O (TA(n)), or equivalently,tU (n) = O (tA(n)). In this case,
the overhead needed for the protocol be accommodated with a
suitably chosen constant bandwidthW .

The preceding definition assumes that the load induced on the
network as a result of position updates is uniform in space and
time (this does hold for our mobility model, which is described
next).
Mobility Model: Every node in the network is mobile, executing
Brownian motion with reflection at the boundaries of the de-
ployment region (assumed to be square for convenience). Thus,
away from the boundaries, the two-dimensional displacement
(∆x,∆y) over a time interval∆t is modeled as follows:∆x and
∆y are independent and identically distributed Gaussian random
variables with mean zero and varianceσ2 ∆t. (Brownian motion
is rotationally invariant, so that the preceding observations hold
for any rotation of thex andy axes). The root mean square (RMS)
velocity of each node is given byv2RMS = 2σ2. While we choose
the Brownian motion model for its analytical tractability,we note
that our scalability results hold more broadly: scalability depends
on how distant nodes perceive the mobility of a destination
node, and a large class of randomized models for local mobility
look like Brownian motion when viewed from far away and at
large time scales. For example, consider a version of the random
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waypoint model in which each node chooses a new speedVn

uniformly over[0, vmax] and directionΦn uniformly over[0, 2π]
for a durationDn, where the times{Dn} are independent and
identically distributed exponential random variables with mean
1/λ. It is easy to show that, over large time scales, this model
behaves like a Brownian motion random walk withσ2 =

v2

max

3λ .
We now provide some basic computations that motivate the

proposed protocol.

A. Geographic routing with location errors

When information about the destination’s location is imperfect,
the natural approach is to route the packet along the best estimate
of the direction of the destination, possibly updating thisestimate
after each hop, until we get close enough that the destination
is within the communication radius. If the angle between the
correct and estimated directions isθ, then the progress towards
the destination per unit distance traveled iscos θ, so that we would
like θ to be small. This is depicted in Figure 2.

Suppose that a packet currently at locationp is to be routed to a
destination at locationd, and that the currently available estimate
of the destination’s location iŝd. We now observe that we can
afford to be sloppier in our estimate of the destination’s location
when we are farther away. Assuming that||p − d̂|| > ||d − d̂||
(where||v|| denotes the length of a vectorv), let us denote the
relative uncertaintyin location as

U =
||d− d̂||
||p− d̂||

(1)

It is clear from Figure 3 that the worst-case (largest) valueof θ
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is given by

sin θ =
||d− d̂||
||p− d̂||

= U (2)

Thus, for a given value ofθ, the localization error||d− d̂|| can
be larger when the packet is further away (i.e., when||p− d̂|| is
larger.
Bounded relative uncertainty leads to bounded route stretch:
Now, suppose that the relative uncertainty seen by a packet is
always less thanU0 < 1, so that the worst-case angle between
the correct and estimated directions always satisfiessin θ ≤ U0.
This implies thatcos θ ≥

√

1− U2
0 , and that the route stretch is

at most 1√
1−U2

0

.

Thus, a natural approach to guarantee a worst-case route stretch
is to employ a position update protocol that maintains relative
uncertainty below a levelU0 < 1 throughout the network. We
show in the next section that such protocols would not scale.
Before doing that, we round out this section by quantifying the
cost of multicasting information to a specific region (whichis a
basic building block for the position update protocols discussed
here).

B. Cost of Multicast

We note here for future use that the minimum number of
transmissionsC (A) needed to multicast a message to all nodes in

a connected regionA is Θ
(

|A|
r2(n)

)

. To see this, first note that, in
order for every node in the region to have listened to the message
at least once,C (A) ≥ |A|

πr2
as the space has to be “tiled” by

message transmissions at least once. To provide an upper bound,
we need a constructive scheme that multicasts messages to all
nodes inA. If Λπr2 (n) = (1 + ǫ) logn, with ǫ a sufficiently
large constant, we can use a result from [2] to tile the areaa
priori into Θ

(

|A|
r2

)

tiles such that there exists at least one node
per tile and every node in a tile can communicate with every other
node in its tile and all the nodes in its neighboring tiles. Thus,
the resultant network of tiles is connected. We designate one
node per tile (say the one with the smallest node ID) to transmit
and listen while others merely listen. The first instant whenthe
designated node in each tile receives the multicast message, it airs
the message to all nodes in its range in a collision free manner
(using an appropriate MAC) by means of a wireless broadcast.
Thus, the message is multicast to all nodes inA with Θ

(

|A|
r2

)

transmissions, which proves thatC (A) = Θ
(

|A|
r2

)

. Note that,
even though nodes are mobile, the tiling of the network can be
donea priori as in [2], and a node leader elected based on the
node of smallest ID occupying the tile. (This only requires nodes
to have information regarding their neighbors, which any position
update protocol provides).

III. A N ON-SCALABILITY RESULT

While maintaining the relative uncertainty guarantees an upper
bound on route stretch, we now show that maintaining a uni-
form relative uncertainty throughout the network, which requires
updating all nodes in the network, does not scale. In order to
maintain relative uncertainty of at mostU0, location updates
from a particular node (sayv) must reach all nodes that are a
distancez away from it if it moves a distanceU0z. For our two-
dimensional Brownian motion model, the mean time to move this
distance isU

2

0
z2

2σ2 , and the average frequency of updates to these
nodes is the reciprocal of this time:2σ

2

U2

0
z2 . The area of a small

ring at distancez is 2πzdz and, as shown in Section II-B, the
minimum number of transmissions needed to inform all nodes
in the region isC (2πzdz) = Θ

(

z dz
r2

)

. Let tU (v) be average
number of transmissions allocated tov per unit time. Note that
the diameter of the network isΘ(

√
n).

tU (v) ≥ 2σ2C
(

πk21r
2
)

k22r
2

+

ˆ k3

√
n

k1r

2σ2C (2πzdz)

φ2z2
(3)

= σ2 k4
r2

+ σ2 k5
r2

ˆ k3

√
n

k1r

dz

z

= σ2 k4
r2

+ σ2 k5
r2

log

(

k3
√
n

k1r

)

for some constantsk1, k2, k3, k4 and k5. The first term corre-
sponds to broadcasts to a circle of radius bigger thanr to ensure
all nodes have accurate lists of neighbors, while the secondterm
corresponds to the location updates to distant nodes aimed at
preserving relative uncertainty. The inequality in (3) is because
we have ignored the rate needed to preserve updates in space
(other network nodes are mobile and so updates made to a certain
region in space will not be alive in that region indefinitely). So
tU (v) = Ω

(

σ2 logn
r2

)

. The average sum load on the network is

TU = Ω
(

σ2n log n
r2

)

.
Maintaining uniform relative uncertainty does not scale:The ratio
of required overhead to sustainable capacity is therefore given by

TU (n)

TA(n)
= Ω

(

Λσ2 logn

W

)

which blows up for largen. Thus, a strategy of maintaining an
upper bound on relative uncertainty throughout the network(and
thereby an upper bound on route stretch) does not scale.

Clearly, in order to provide guarantees on route stretch, the
angle between the true and estimated directions towards the
destination cannot be too large. But what we have just shown
implies that we must appropriately choose asubsetof nodes
to update in order to reduce the routing overhead enough that
the protocol can scale. This observation motivates the proposed
protocol described in the next section.
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IV. PROPOSEDPROTOCOL

We now describe our position update protocol, and a corre-
sponding geographic routing protocol that works with imperfect
information.

A. Position update protocol

We first make the obvious observation that, in order to im-
plement any geographic forwarding protocol, each node must
maintain a list of its neighbors and their positions, which is essen-
tial for implementing any geographic forwarding protocol.Such
neighbor lists can be maintained using periodiclocal broadcasts
which can be accommodated within a constant bandwidth, and
are therefore irrelevant to considerations of scalability. The main
focus of our description here, and the overhead computations in
the next section, therefore, is on how position updates to distant
nodes are performed.

While neighbor lists must be maintained by all nodes, whether
serving as source, destination or relay, position updates to distant
nodes need only be performed by nodes that are potential destina-
tions. Thus, the overhead of location updates can be significantly
reduced for asymmetric networks in which only a few nodes
are destinations. However, in our scalability analysis in the next
section, we make the worst-case assumption that all nodes are
potential destinations.

We now describe position updates performed by a typical
node that is a potential destination (we call this thedestination
node henceforth). The destination node directs its updates to
geographic regions structured as annular rings around its current
position, indexed asi = 0, 1, ...,K with increasing radii. Theith
ring has inner radius of theri and thicknessdi centered at the
current location of nodei. The geographical region covered by a
ring is specified by its centerc of the ring and its index.

As described below, the validity of updates is constrained in
both space and time in order to enable successful geographical
forwarding. Letd(t) denote the position of the destination at time
t. There are two kinds of location updates: normal and abnormal
updates.
Normal update:A normal update at timet0 to ring i specifies the
center of the ring asc = d(t0), the current location aŝd = d(t0),
and has a lifetime ofTi. The update is understood to remain
valid while the destination remains within a circle of radius βri
around the current location̂d, termed theconfidence regionfor
the update.
Abnormal update:An abnormal update is sent when the desti-
nation leaves the confidence region for a prior update beforethe
timer for the latter update expires. For example, for the normal
update at timet0 described above, if the destination node crosses
the boundary of the confidence region at timet1 < t0 + Ti (i.e.,
||d(t1) − d(t0)|| > βri), then we send an abnormal update to
the ring centered at theprior update. That is, we send an update
specifying the current locationd(t1) to a ring of indexi centered

Ring Destination Ring Time Lifetime Normal
Index Location Center of of Update

Update Update Flag

i d̂ c tU TTL F

Figure 4. List of active updates maintained by a destinationnode

at d(t0) with a timer Ti − (t1 − t0) (spanning the remaining
lifetime of the invalidated update).

As shown later, we choose our system parameters such that
the probability of abnormal updates tends to zero as the ring
index increases, so that they are essentially irrelevant from the
point of view of scalability. However, inclusion of abnormal
updates enhances routing performance by reducing the incidence
of misrouting due to stale location updates.
Triggers for new updates:We focus on a specific ring indexi,
with the understanding that updates occur in parallel for all ring
indices. A normal update is performed whenever the timer for
a prior normal update expires. When a destination node moves
out of the confidence region of a normal update whose timer has
not expired, thentwo updates are performed: a normal update
to a ring centered around the current location and an abnormal
update centered around the old location (at which the invalidated
normal update was made). The abnormal update, which lasts for
the remaining lifetime of the invalidated update, preventsthe
invalidated update from influencing packet trajectories.
Spatial validity of updates:As we shall see in the description of
the routing protocol, an update (whose timer has not yet expired)
can only be used for geographical forwarding if the relay node
is in the ring for which the update was destined. Thus, once a
node moves out of that ring, it can no longer use the information
it received about the destination’s location when in the ring. It
will use this information if it moves into the update ring again.
This may appear to be overly restrictive: is it not better always
to reveal to the packet the best (latest) update corresponding to
the destination node? However, imposing this restriction is what
enables us to guarantee that we can use abnormal updates to
overwrite misleading information about the destination’slocation.

The destination node maintains a list of active updates pub-
lished by it, so that it can publish new updates when these updates
time out or become spatially invalid. Each entry in this listis of
the form in the Figure 4. The kind of update is indicated by the
flag F : F = 1 for a normal update andF = 0 for an abnormal
update. The update procedure is summarized as Algorithm 1,
which runs continuously at the destination node.
Update propagation: In order to limit the traffic generated by a
location update, the destination node sends the update packet in a
specified direction until it hits the ring it is intended for,at which
point it “expands” into a multicast message. Specifically, the
destination launches the packet in an arbitrarily chosen direction
u, which is indicated in the packet. Each intermediate node
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Algorithm 1 Publish algorithm

1: for all updates
(

i, d̂, c, tU ,TTL, F
)

∈ update listdo
2: if t > tU + TTL then
3: if F = 1 then
4: Publish new normal update to ring indexi
5: Add new update to list
6: end if
7: Delete the timed out update from list
8: else if

∥

∥

∥
d(t)− d̂

∥

∥

∥
> βri then

9: if F = 1 then
10: Publish new normal update to ring indexi
11: Add new update to update list
12: end if
13: Publish a new abnormal update to ring indexi with centerc,

pointing to the current locationd(t), and with lifetimeTTL−
(t− tU )

14: Add new update to update list
15: Delete the update whose guarantee is violated from the update

list
16: end if
17: end for

Node Ring Destin Ring Inner Outer Time Lifetime Direction

ID Index -ation Center radius radius of of of

Estimate of ring of ring Update Update relay

v i d̂ c ri ri + di tU TTL u

Figure 5. Position Update sent out to the network

examines the packet to see if it is in the specified ring. If not, it
simply forwards the packet in the directionu. Once the packet
reaches a node in the update ring, that node repackages the
update as a multicast packet for all nodes in the update ring.As
shown later by our overhead computations, this approach leads to
scalability when the protocol parameters are appropriately chosen.

B. Routing protocol

We now consider the problem of routing a packet to a des-
tination which proactively publishes its location as described
in Section IV-A. The packet contains a field indicating the
destination identity, the “best” estimate of its location,and the
ring index and time of update corresponding to this estimate.
Intermediate nodes use this field for geographic forwarding, and
are allowed to overwrite it if they have a “better” active estimate
of the destination’s location. An estimate is considered “better”
only if its ring index is smaller than that of the packet or if its ring
index is the same as that the packet, but the update is more recent
than that of the packet. The ring index is given more importance
than the time of update because of the guarantees given by the
destination node through its layered update scheme.

If the source node does not possess an active update, then
it chooses a random direction to relay the packet along: this
is indicated in the packet by means of a vector indicating this

direction, time of update∞ and ring index∞. Until the packet
hits a node with an active update all intermediate nodes relay the
packet along this direction. When the packet hits a node withan
active estimate, it is said to have “bootstrapped”. If the packet
reaches the boundary of the network before bootstrap, it bounces
off the boundary by reflection(this can be implemented if the
boundary of the network is known to all nodes).

V. SCALABILITY , RELIABILITY AND STRETCH

We now evaluate the performance of the proposed protocol
in terms of routing overhead and route stretch, with a view to
extracting design guidelines for providing provable performance
guarantees. The behavior of our protocol depends on four pa-
rameters:α, β, γ and µ. The inner radii of the rings scale up
exponentially with ring index:ri = r0α

i, whereα > 1. So does
the ring thickness, but at a slower rate:di = d0α

µi, 0 < µ < 1.
The timer durations also scale up exponentially:Ti = T0α

γi.
Recall that the confidence region for an update to a ring of index
i is given byβri. We now wish to determine what conditions the
protocol parameters must satisfy in order to achieve scalability,
reliable routing and to provide guarantees on route stretch.

Note that we must haver0 = r = Θ(
√
logn) in order to

maintain neighbor lists. To see how the number of rings scales
with K, note that we needπr2K = πr20α

2K roughly equal to

the network arean/Λ, which yieldsK = Θ

(

log
√

n
Λr2

0

)

=

Θ(logn).

A. Routing Overhead

Computing the average cost of updates to a particular ring
index i is the key step to computing the routing overhead. For
proving scalability, it is the behavior for largei that is the most
relevant. For 2D Brownian motion, it can be shown (details
omitted due to lack of space) the probability of exiting a circle of
radiusβri within the timer durationTi tends to zero for largei, as
long asTi grows slower thanr2i . ForTi = T0α

γi andri = r0α
i,

this is satisfied as long asγ < 2, which we henceforth take as a
constraint. This implies that the rate of abnormal updates tends
to zero, and that the update rateUi for ring i is approximately
1
Ti

for i large. It can in fact be shown in general thatUi ∼ k/Ti,
wherek depends on βr0√

σ2T0

, but we do not need explicit formulas
for k for our purpose of evaluating scalability. For our purpose,
it suffices to observe thatUi = Θ(1/Ti).

As described in Section IV-A, a position update to ring
i goes on a straight line until it hits the ring, and then is
multicast in the ring. The area of theith ring (i ≥ 1) is
Ai = π

(

(ri + di)
2 − r2i

)

= πd2i + 2πridi = Θ(ridi) (since
the radiusri scales faster than the thicknessdi). For ring 0
(or nearest neighbors), we haveA0 = πr20 , but we can ignore
this for scalability computations. From Section II-B, we know
that the number of transmissions to multicast in this area is
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C(Ai) = Θ
(

|Ai|
r2

)

. Proceeding along the straight line takes

Θ
(

ri
r

)

transmissions, which can be ignored in comparison to the
preceding. Thus, the number of transmissions for an update to
the ith ring is νi = Θ( ridi

r2
) Note that the communication radius

r = r(n) = Θ(
√
log n).

The average rate of transmissions corresponding to updatesfor
a typical destination node, which we term theaverage overhead
rate, is therefore given by

tU =

K
∑

i=1

Uiνi = Θ

(

K
∑

i=1

ridi
r2Ti

)

Plugging in the scaling forri, di and Ti, we obtain that the
average overhead rate is given by

tU = Θ

(

1

r2

K
∑

i=1

r0α
id0α

µi

T0αγi

)

As n gets large, so does the number of ringsK, so that the
preceding summation converges if and only ifα1+µ−γ < 1. Since
α > 1 in order to exponentially expand the rings, we must have
1 + µ − γ < 0 as a necessary condition. Further note that as
the network size increasesr0 has be atleastr(n) and to keep
the probability of errors in the neighbor lists constantσ

√
T0 =

Θ(r(n)). One also has choosed0 = Θ(r(n)) for reliable routing
as will be shown later. Once this condition is satisfied, we have
that

tU = Θ

(

σ2

r2

)

= Θ

(

σ2

logn

)

which matches the throughput available per nodetS for a fixed
bandwidth. Notice thattU

tS
= Θ

(

Λσ2

W

)

We have therefore
obtained the following condition for scalability.
Condition for scalability: 1+µ < γ < 2, where the upper bound
on γ was needed to drive to zero the rate of abnormal updates.

B. Routing Reliability

We have analyzed the update protocol to determine conditions
for scalability. We now analyze the routing protocol to determine
conditions that ensure correct routing with high probability. After
an update is made to nodes in a ring, some of these nodes may
leave the ring. When a packet being routed to the destinationhits
the ring, therefore, the relay nodes it sees may be ones which
moved in after the currently active update was made. According
to our routing protocol, when the packet meets such nodes which
have estimates of the destination’s location worse than itsown
(including not having any estimate of the destination’s location),
it simply continues in the direction it is going. Thus, in order for
a packet to take advantage of an active update for ringi once
it hits it, it suffices that at least one of the nodes it meets asit
is cutting through the ring has an active update corresponding
to ring i. If this does not happen, we say that the packet has
missed theith ring. The lifetimeTi of normal updates must be

Figure 6. Different incidences of a packet on a ring

short enough that the probability of a miss tends to zero, which
imposes additional conditions on the protocol parameters,as we
show here.

From Figure 6, the worst-case scenario for missing a ring is
when the packet is relayed radially across it, since it meetsfewer
relay nodes along the ring, and hence a smaller probability of
meeting a node with an active update. Furthermore, the packet
is least likely to meet a relay node with an active update just
before the update is about to expire, at timeTi after it was made.
The density of nodes in the network, and in the ring, isΛ, and
this remains invariant under our Brownian motion model. For
ri ≤ a ≤ ri+ di, let us denote byΛU (a, t) the “update density”,
or the density of nodes in the ring with active updates, where
t = 0 is the time of the update. Att = 0, all nodes in the ring
have active updates, so thatΛU (a, 0) = ΛI[ri,ri+di](a), whereIB
denotes the indicator function of a setB. As time proceeds, the
positions of the nodes with active updates is smeared out using
a Gaussian kernel induced by 2D Brownian motion, so that

ΛU (a, t) = ΛU (a, 0)⊗N
(

0, σ2tI2×2

)

(4)

where⊗ stands for2D convolution. LetΛ∗(a) = ΛU (a, Ti) be
the worst-case update density (just before the update expires).
When a packet meets a node at radiusa at timet, the worst-case
probability that it does not get an active update is therefore given
by 1 − Λ∗(a)

Λ . Assuming a radial cut through, the packet meets
di

r
such nodes (wherer is the communication radius), and a miss

occurs if none of these have an active update. We therefore obtain
that the miss probability for theith ring satisfies

Pmiss(i) ≤
∏

ℓ=1,...,
di
r

(

1− Λ∗ (ri + ℓr)

Λ

)

For i large,r/di → 0. Taking logarithms, the product becomes a
sum which we then approximate as an integral, usingr/di → 0
for i large. Further since the ring thickness scales very slowly
di/σ

√
Ti → 0 for largei. So the probability that any single relay

node in the ring contains an active update is very small. So we
approximatelog(1− Λ∗/Λ) as−Λ∗/Λ.
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logPmiss(i) ≤ 1

r

∑

l=1,...,
di
r

r log

(

1− Λ∗ (ri + lr)

Λ

)

r
di

↓
≈ 1

r

ˆ ri+di

ri

log

(

1− Λ∗ (a)

Λ

)

da

di

σ
√

Ti
↓0

≈ −1

r

ˆ ri+di

ri

ΛU (a)

Λ
da (5)

From (4), the worst-case update density is given by

Λ∗ (a)

= Λ

2π̂

0

ri+di
ˆ

ri

exp

(

−a2 − ρ2 + 2aρ cos (θ − φ)

2σ2Ti

)

ρ dρ dθ

2πσ2Ti

=
Λ

σ2Ti

ri+di
ˆ

ri

exp

(

−a2 − ρ2

2σ2Ti

)

I0

(

aρ

σ2Ti

)

ρ dρ

whereI0 (·) denotes the zeroth order modified Bessel function
of the first kind. We now plug this into (5) and use the following
asymptotics to evaluate the logarithm of the miss probability:
ri/

√
Ti → ∞, di/ri → 0 anddi/

√
Ti → 0 to obtain

logPmiss(i)

≤ −1

σ2rTi

ri+di
ˆ

ri

ri+di
ˆ

ri

exp

(

−a2 − ρ2

2σ2Ti

)

I0

(

aρ

σ2Ti

)

adadρ

ri
σ
√

Ti
↑∞

≈ − 1

σr
√
2πTi

ri+di
ˆ

ri

ri+di
ˆ

ri

√

a

ρ
exp

(

− (a− ρ)2

2σ2Ti

)

dadρ

di
ri

↓0
≈ −σ

√
Ti

r
√
2

Ri,2
ˆ

Ri,1

Ri,2
ˆ

Ri,1

2√
π
exp

(

− (a− ρ)2
)

dadρ

= −
σ
√
Ti

r
√
2

× 4×

di
2σ

√
Ti
ˆ

0

erf(x) dx

di
2σ

√
Ti

↓0

≈ −
4σ

√
Ti

r
√
2

di
2σ

√
Ti
ˆ

0

2√
π
xdx

= −
d2i

σr
√
2πTi

(6)

where we want the right-hand side to go to−∞ to drive the
probability of miss to zero. This will happen for the outer rings
naturally if we letd2i /

√
Ti to blow up asi increases. However

for reliability, we need guarantees on the smaller indexed rings as
well. In Section V-A, we already established thatr0 = Θ(r) and
σ
√
T0 = Θ(r). So if d0 = Θ(r(n)) then reliability guarantees

can be given for all network sizes.
Condition for reliable routing: γ < 4µ.

C. Route Stretch

In order to bound the route stretch, we must account for the fact
that, since location updates are sent to only a subset of nodes, the
source node need not have an active update for the destination.
In this case, the packet travels an additional distance in a random
direction until it hits a node with an active update. Our bound
on route stretch must account for this additional distance.Once
the packet does encounter a node with an active update, we use
uncertainty-like measures to bound the route stretch provided the
packet does not miss smaller indexed rings thereafter. Using these
ideas, we can bound the route stretch as follows:

S =

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

1 +









√

α2

(

1 + β

1− β

)2

− 1 +

√

√

√

√

√

√

α2
(

1+β
1−β

)2

1−
(

αβ
1−β

)2









2

(7)

Details of the derivation can be found in the appendix.

D. Protocol parameter choices

The protocol parameters areα > 1, 0 < β < 1, γ > 0 and
0 < µ < 1. We have now shown that scalability requires that
1 + µ < γ < 2, that reliable routing requires thatγ < 4µ,
and that the worst-case route stretch is bounded ifαβ < 1. In
our simulation results in the next section, we use the following
example set of parameters satisfying the preceding conditions:
α = 2, β = 0.2, µ = 0.55, γ = 1.95.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

We perform simulations of the position publish and routing
protocol for a particular destination node, for the following
parameters:

• Number of nodesn = 105

• Node densityΛ = 0.1.
• Mobility model used is 2D Brownian motion with parameter

σ2 = 12.
• Area of the square deployment arean/Λ
• Communication radiusr =

√

(1 + ǫ) logn/Λπ. Both ǫ = 0
andǫ = 2 were simulated

• Parameters of order-zero ringr0 = 6.66× r, d0 = 1.6× r,
r/σ

√
T0 = 2.16. Separate broadcasts to discs of radiir with

lifetimes smaller thanr2/σ2 have to be made so that the
neighbor tables can be maintained. But the cost incurred due
to these local broadcasts is small and can be accommodated
with some additional bandwidth

• Protocol parametersα = 2, β = 0.2, µ = 0.55, γ = 1.95
• Simulation time step∆t = T0/3

To get a concrete sense of what these numbers mean, suppose
that we set the communication radius tor = 100m for ǫ = 0
(which means thatr = 173m for ǫ = 2). The unit of length can
then be computed to be 16.5 m, and the deployment area is16.5
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km by 16.5 km, with a node density of 366.4 nodes per square
km. The rms motion isσ

√
t units of length. Choosing the unit of

time to be 25 seconds gives us that the rms motion over a second
is about 10 meters, which is consistent with vehicular speeds. We
omit further elaboration of physical interpretations due to lack of
space, except to note that the results in this section imply that
the protocol can handle fairly rapid mobility with relatively small
overhead.
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Figure 7. Scaled ratio of required to available throughput,given by tU (n)
Λσ2tA(n)

.
We compare the theoretically computed value with the simulation for moderately
largen (left), and show that the theoretically computed value plateaus for very
largen (right).

Scalability: We first simulate the execution of the position
publish scheme for a moving destination node, computing the
number of transmissions per unit time as a function of the number
of other nodes in the network. We estimate the rate of updates
tU (n) by averaging the transmissions needed over time. For a
fixed bandwidth, the ratio of update rate to available throughput
per node,tU (n)

tA(n) has been shown to scale withΛσ2 in Section

V-A. Thus, we plot tU (n)
Λσ2tA(n) in Figure 7 (communication radius

set according toǫ = 2).
Probability of a packet missing updated nodes in a ring:
We now compare the asymptotic estimate of mis probability in
(6) with empirical values ofPmiss(i) obtained from simulations.
Note that the match is better forǫ = 0, because the average
number of relay nodes seen by a packet decreases with an increase
in ǫ and approaches the lower bound ofdi/r used in the derivation
of (6). While the probability of miss decreases quite slowlywith
ring index, as we discuss next, our routing protocol is robust
enough to handle misses.
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Figure 8. Probability of missing a ring forr corresponding toǫ = 0 (left) and
ǫ = 2 (right)
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Figure 9. Uncertainty seen by packets as they cut through thenetwork forǫ = 2
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Figure 10. Histograms of reciprocal of route stretch,1
S for communication radius

r corresponding toǫ = 0 on the left andǫ = 2 on the right

Trajectories: We now refer back to the simulated trajectories
previewed in Figure 1. We see that, for larger communication
radius (ǫ = 2), the trajectories are straighter, as there are many
nodes available in each direction around a relay node. Forǫ =
0, which is below the threshold [12] for asymptotic success of
greedy geographic forwarding, trajectories do hit voids. However,
using the standard technique of greedy left hand traversal of voids
[1] (these segments of the trajectory are marked in black), route
failure rates are reduced to a relatively small level.
Relative location uncertainty: The nominal relative location
uncertainty defined in (1) is designed to be less thanαβ

1−β
= 0.5.

From our simulations, we find that the uncertainty seen by a
packet remains smaller than this value at large distances from
the destination. The uncertainty can increase beyond the nominal
value close to the destination, since small movements can cause
large changes in the relative uncertainty, but it is the behavior at
large distances from the destination that impacts scalability and
route stretch. These results are shown in Figure 9.
Route Stretch: Figure 10 plots histograms of thereciprocal
of the route stretch attained, with the bin corresponding to0
indicating a routing failure. From (7), the worst case reciprocal
of route stretch is0.16. Note that all successful routes satisfy this
guarantee, and that all routes are successful forǫ = 2. For ǫ = 0
(greedy geographic forwarding not guaranteed to work), a small
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but significant fraction of route failures do occur.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that
provides a provably scalable geographic routing protocol while
providing guarantees on route stretch. Key to scalability is a
probabilistic approach to updating asubsetof nodes, and to
geographic routing with imperfect information. Our emphasis
here was on providing analytical insight and design criteria,
verified by simulations. Mapping our ideas to practice require
detailed protocol specifications at the level of packet level format
and processing, and more extensive simulations for a wide variety
of mobility models. In addition, while we focus on distant nodes
in proving scalability, it may be possible to significantly optimize
our protocol as the distance to the destination decreases. Finally, it
is interesting to note that, while we have assumed a uniform set of
protocol parameters for all destination nodes to prove scalability,
in practice, each potential destination can choose its parameters
differently, depending on the tradeoffs between routing overhead,
reliability and stretch that it desires to obtain.

APPENDIX

To provide bounds on the worst case route stretch, we need
to understand the geometry of the update rings surrounding a
destination node that executes the publish algorithm. The publish
algorithm ensures that at all times, there exists exactly one set of
active normal updates corresponding to each ring index. Allthese
active normal updates satisfy their confidence region guarantees.
All other active updates are abnormal updates that are present
to prevent older updates that were made stale by atypically
large movements of the destination node from misdirecting the
routing algorithm. Denote the center of the active normal update
corresponding to ring indexi as ci. This is also the position
estimate of the destination given by this update. Note that all
active abnormal updates(if any) of ring indexi also point toci.
These abnormal updates are issued to past update rings whose
updates are stale but have not yet timed out. When a packet is
relayed through an update ring to which updates that were issued
earlier have become stale, these abnormal updates ensure that the
packet latches on to the newer estimate that they possess rather
than the stale estimate in the nodes that posses the older update
whose guarantee has been violated. This is because the routing
algorithm prefers newer updates in time when it is presented
with a tie in terms of the ring indices. The analysis in the
derivation ofPmiss (i) holds here for the probability of missing
the newer updates(in regions with stale updates that also have
the same spatial validity). So in effect the role of abnormal
updates is to prevent routing failures as a result of misdirection
from stale updates. They also have an impact in increasing
routing performance in the following ways: They increase the
number of nodes with updates corresponding to their ring index.
This decreases the probability of a packet not obtaining updates

corresponding to this ring index when being routed through the
network. They also increase the region where the updates of a
particular ring index are available to packets. As a consequence a
packet routed to the destination may potentially have the update
corresponding to a ring index even before it reaches the normal
update ring. This is expected to improve routing performance
as outer rings have coarser guarantees in general and so, if a
packet latches to a smaller indexed ring earlier, it is expected to
improve routing performance. As a result of the above reasons,
we can assume that abnormal updates and stale updates which
were compensated for using abnormal updates are absent in a
discussion of worst case routing stretch guarantees.

Consider a destination node which is surrounded by only a
normal update ring of each ring index. All of these update
rings satisfy their confidence region guarantees. Suppose the
destination node is at the origin0. The centers(and therefore
the corresponding position updates) of thei-th update ring is
ci. Since these position update rings all satisfy their confidence
region guarantees,‖ci‖ ≤ βri. Suppose a packet originates for
the destination node ats. If the source node has an active estimate
of the destination node, then the packet proceeds towards the
destination. However if it does not posses an active update,the
source launches the packet in some directionu and the packet
bootstraps atb. This process of bootstrapping can increase the
route stretch. Firstly, we will examine the contribution ofthe
lazy position updates to the route stretch after bootstrap.An
upper bound on this is given via the worst case uncertainty seen
by a packet. Then we provide an upper bound on the worst
case contribution to route stretch due to the bootstrap process
which corresponds to a confluence of unfavorable geometric
configurations of the immediate inner and outer rings surrounding
the packet source and launch direction chosen by it.

A. Inner and outer envelope of updates

In the following computations it is useful to define the concept
of inner and outer envelope of an update of ring indexi. An
update of ring indexi has as its centerci such that‖ci‖ ≤ βri
and radiusri. The outer envelope of updates of ring indexi is
defined as the set of points farthest from the source node thatcan
possess a spatially active update of ring indexi. We neglectdi
in this computation asdi

ri
≪ 1. Similarly the inner envelope of

updates of ring indexi is defined as the set of points closest to
the source node that can possess a spatially active update ofring
index i. In each direction the farthest spatially valid update can
be (1 + β) ri away corresponding to‖ci‖ = βri and ci in the
same direction. So the outer envelope of updates of ring index i
is the circle of radius(1 + β) ri centered around the destination
node at0. Similarly the closest spatially valid update of ring
index i in any direction cannot be closer than(1− β) ri. This
corresponds to‖ci‖ = βri and ci in the opposite direction. So
the inner envelope of updates is the circle of radius(1 + β) ri
centered around the destination node at0.
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B. Worst cast stretch after bootstrap

What is the worst case uncertainty seen by a packet after it
has bootstrapped? To answer this question consider a segment
of any packet trajectory from just after it has acquired the
update for thei + 1-th ring till it acquires the update for the
i-th ring. In this segment of the packet trajectory, the packet
is routed using the estimate from thei + 1-th ring and so the
estimateci+1 can disagree from the true destination address by
not more thanβri+1 = αβri. Consider the scenario in Figure 3.

Instead of uncertainty, consider the ratioR =
‖d−d̂‖
‖p−d‖ . Even

though it is not possible for a packet to discern this ratio as
it can for uncertainty(the packet only needs to know the radius
of the confidence region,βri, to compute uncertainty, which
can be appended to the position update), this ratio can also
establish a bound for the packet stretch. Letθ be the angle
between the direction of relay and the true direction of the source
node. Proceeding along similar lines to the earlier discussion
on uncertainty, we arrive at the following: For a particularR,
sin θworst = R. So if R ≤ R0, the route stretch will be less than

1
cos θworst

=
√

1
1−R2

0

. The farthest from the destination node that

an update of indexi+ 1 can be obtained by the packet is given
by (1 + β) ri+1, the radius of the outer envelope of thei + 1th
ring and the closest the packet can get to the destination without
latching on to theith ring update is(1− β) ri, the radius of inner
envelope of updates of theith ring. This is the region where a
packet can use thei + 1-th ring of updates. In this region, if a
packet uses the update corresponding to thei+1-th ring, the ratio
R satisfies:

R ≤ max
(1−β)ri≤‖p−d‖≤(1+β)ri

βri+1

‖p− d‖

=
αβ

1− β

So R ≤ R0 = αβ
1−β

. Note that this is independent of the ring
indexi. As long as the packet does not “miss” any update ring that
it is relayed through, the route stretch after bootstrap is atmost
√

1

1−( αβ
1−β )

2 .

For a fixedR,

U ≤ max
d̂:‖d−d̂‖=R‖p−d‖

∥

∥

∥d− d̂

∥

∥

∥

∥

∥

∥p− d̂

∥

∥

∥

=
R

1−R

So an upper bound on uncertainty is given byU0 = αβ
1−(α+1)β .

But we use
√

1
1−R2

0

in the worst case stretch computations as it

is a tighter bound.

C. Bootstrapping cost

Consider a packet originating froms for the destination at the
origin. Suppose the rings that surround the source are thei-th and

i+ 1-th rings. There will always exist an inner and outer update
ring corresponding to the destination node around any location in
space. Further a packet launched in any direction first “hits” one
of these rings. Since we are interested in route stretch, which is a
ratio of distances, we can scale all distances byri. Let ‖s‖ = x.
1 − β ≤ x ≤ α (1 + β) as the source is surrounded by thei-th
and i+ 1-th ring and this is possible only if the source is inside
the region between the inner envelope of thei-th ring the outer
envelope of thei+1-th ring. The worst case scenario for a packet
launched by the source node is the result of multiple unfavorable
scenarios. We find an upper bound on the effect of the worst
case configuration using the idea of envelopes of possible update
rings of a particular index. The update ring to the inner ringlies
between its inner and outer envelope rings of radii1 − β and
1 + β as distances are scaled byri. Similarly the outer ring lies
between its inner and outer envelope rings of radiiα (1− β) and
α (1 + β). When the packet is launched from the source in an
arbitrary direction, the scenario where the packet latchesto the
ring closer to the destination is a better case. So consider the
case where the packet bootstraps at the outer ring. We note that
for all distances of the source node from the destination node the
packet travels the farthest distance before bootstrappingif it is
launched tangential to the inner envelope of the inner ring and it
hits the outer envelope of the outer ring. Let the point wherethe
trajectory is a tangent to the inner envelope of the inner ring bet.
This is the worst case scenario and is depicted in Figure 11. We
denote the point on the outer envelope of the outer ring where
the packet bootstraps asb. The packet travels‖b− s‖ before
bootstrap and after bootstrap it travels atmost‖b‖ /

√

1−R2
0. Let

θ be the angle between the launching direction and the direction
of the destination. i.e., the angle between the vectorsb− s and
−s. Thensin θ = 1−β

x
. Let φ be the angle between the vectors

t andb as shown in Figure 11. Then we havecosφ = 1−β
α(1+β)

From the cosine formula,

‖b− s‖2

= x2 + α2 (1 + β)
2 − 2xα (1 + β) cos

(

π
2 − θ + φ

)

= x2 + α2 (1 + β)
2 − 2xα (1 + β) sin (θ − φ)

= x2 + α2 (1 + β)
2 − 2xα (1 + β) sin θ cosφ

+2xα (1 + β) sinφ cos θ

= x2 + α2 (1 + β)2 − 2 (1− β)2

+2

√

(

x2 − (1− β)
2
)(

α2 (1 + β)
2 − (1− β)

2
)

=

(

√

x2 − (1− β)
2
+

√

α2 (1 + β)
2 − (1− β)

2

)2

So the worst case distance traveled before bootstrap is
√

x2 − (1− β)
2
+

√

α2 (1 + β)
2 − (1− β)

2. After bootstrap at
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Figure 11. Contribution of bootstrapping to stretch via envelopes
Figure 12. A configuration of ring centersci and ci+1 marked as+ which
satisfies the confidence region guarantees and has the same bootstrapping cost as
the envelope based calculations in Figure 11

the outer ring, the packet travels atmost‖b‖√
1−R2

0

= α(1+β)
√

1−( αβ
1−β )

2
.

Since‖s‖ = x, the route stretch is atmostS

S = max
1−β≤x≤α(1+β)

√

x2 − (1− β)
2

x

+
1

x









√

α2 (1 + β)
2 − (1− β)

2
+

α (1 + β)
√

1−
(

αβ
1−β

)2









=

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

1 +









√

α2

(

1 + β

1− β

)2

− 1 +

√

√

√

√

√

√

α2
(

1+β
1−β

)2

1−
(

αβ
1−β

)2









2

Note that even though we consider worst case envelopes of
rings for this discussion, this scenario can be mapped to a
configuration of inner and outer update rings as is shown in
Figure 12 because each point on the envelopes correspond to a
certain choice of the corresponding ring center. The centerof the
inner ring isci = − β

1−β
t and that of the outer ringci+1 = β

1+β
b.

Note that the same launch trajectory is now a tangent to the inner
ring with center as specified. Further‖ci‖ = β and‖ci+1‖ = αβ,
which satisfy their confidence region guarantees(as after scaling
space,ri = 1 andri+1 = α).
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